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Week 11 Wed August 24th  CSA Share:  
 

- Potatoes                - Apples               - Cucumber       - Squash 

- Sweet Onion         - Green Beans     - Basil                - Tomatoes     - Peppers          

-Beet/Carrot        - Garlic Metichi 2nds   

    

     I'm overjoyed to report the happenings on the farm; this time of year the abundance is 

absolutely incredible!  The August heat is working it's magic, the hot crops have advanced in 

full force and we're stoked about the variety of the share this week.  The tender lettuces have 

retreated to the shade of the oaks to sulk.  They grow slowly and turn bitter after one cutting, but 

there is plenty to replace the greens of spring.  We're excited because John has just picked 

Northfield Beauty and Akane apples, tart and crisp, mmmmm:).  The tomatoes are ripe and red 

and the beans, cukes, basil, peppers and squash present an appealing color chart of greens.  One 

beet and one carrot are yours this week to enjoy to a bit of extra variety.  A tasty Ailsa Craig 

yellow sweet onion should be eaten raw, perhaps on a sandwich or diced for a salad, and the 

small red onions can be prepared as you like, either raw or cooked.  We have some 2nds of the 

Metichi garlic this week, which means they were not 1
st
 harvest choices but are still quite 

delicious.   

     We're excited to share with you Irene Engber's terrific organic potatoes, they're fantastic and 

represent further cooperation between your farmers to provide you with the best local produce 

available.  We hope to continue to build partnerships that will allow us to expand the length of 

our season and the range of offerings.   

     We're preparing beds and planting our fall brassicas, with the first batch of cabbages, 

broccoli, and kale in the ground and more sowings sprouting wonderfully in the green-house.  

Janelle with her phenomenal Roots to Fruits plant starts has been an excellent resource for filling 

gaps in plantings and providing interesting alternatives to try out.  It's really nice to live in a 

community that is capable of providing for so many of it's own needs, and it's nice to look 

towards a future of greatly expanded collaborative efforts.    

     What an amazing time and place to be alive.  Life is beautiful, happydays,  

                        Casey :) 
 

Casey's Easy Recipe Action 

Fried Breakfast Potatoes 
 

     It's probably not a surprise that potatoes have always been a staple in the O'Neill 

household.  We love em.  Here is our favorite morning potato recipe.   

 Hashed Browns 



Grate potatoes with grater.   

WASH STARCH.  Very important.  If you don't rinse out the starch, the tates won't get 

all crispy, mushynobueno.  Rinse hashed tates in colander til the water runs out clear.  

Squeeze water out.    

Heat oil HOT- also very important.  High heat required.  Don't put tates in until you can 

drop in a little piece and watch it start to crackle.    (but don't heat oil so much that it 

starts to smoke) 

Put tates in (loud noise) then salt and pepper top layer and cover.   

Cook for 8-12 min dep on how you like em and how hot your stove is. Check em.   

When crispy on bottom, slice into pieshape and flip over.  Turn heat down, cook 4-5 min, 

serve with breakfast eggs below: 

-  Dice and saute onion, garlic, peppers, squash, beans, basil and tomatoes, scramble with 

eggs serve with tates n toast tastyfuegamus maximus (good) 


